GIRA MUNDO in Brasilien

About the project:

Seeking an environment of inclusive education through actions of culture, information and Fun, Gira Mundo enables organizations working with young people and / or children foster an environment of discussion about global issues.

Job Description:

The social project Gira Mundo works over 6 weeks, workshops and various activities the four human development priorities within an educational environment, namely:

• Cultural Diversity: see the need to perform a greater awareness and experience of these heterogenias, proposing a hike more focused mutual respect

• Entrepreneurship: Inserting the ability to innovate and break the comfort zone imposed by paradigms, the axis enables the project participants put forward the needs and solve them in different ways

• Sustainability: Meeting the need to understand the proper use of natural resources, relate to activities that enable participants to their responsibility to the world is an emergency

• Citizenship: To make participants aware of all their rights and duties, proposing greater than the other and serves the basis of this exchange of experience.

And as such, it is part of the description of the activities made by you:
1. Prepare and develop the 6-week period presented workshops on topics aimed at design excellence;
2. Participate in the virtual LEAD prior to arrival in Brazil, leads and specific training throughout the project, as well as official events of AIESEC.
3. Attend weekly meetings of project planning, recording the activities performed;
4. Act with commitment, ethical and pro-activity in all performed actions. The activities carried out in the project are intended to positively impact a site, the lives of children and young people and we believe that through these 4-axis guides, you are the person who can be the agent of change.
5. Participation in Global Villages held by AIESEC Vitória

Skills: Team Management, Leadership skills

Languages: English, Spanish

Backgrounds: Education

Issues: Social Business

Study: levels UndergraduateBachelor

Specifics:

- Weekday work hours: 09:00 – 16:00
- No work on Saturdays
- Unpaid
- Vacation policy: Day off on Fridays and holidays
- Computer: yes
- Internet access: yes

Learning points:

1. Leadership Skills
2. Global Networking
3. Interpersonal Communication
4. Team Work